**Lanpostuaren helburua / Objetivo del puesto:**
Data Analyst

**Lantokia / Lugar de trabajo:**
Donostia

**Egin beharreko zereginak edo eginkizunak / Tareas o funciones a realizar:**
Responsibilities:
- To define the initial configuration of symptoms of a project.
- To periodically review the state of the fleets of our clients.
- To register and label false positives.
- To define and validate new statistics for consolidation data.
- New rules for failure detection.

**Eskatzen diren betekizunak / Requisitos exigidos:**
The profile we require:
- +2 years of professional experience.
- Academic background: Industrial Engineering Data Analytics with high conflict-resolution skills and an independent, critical mind.
- Advanced Knowledge of mechanics to be able to apply them within the railway sector and renewable energy.
- Knowledge of statistical analysis that can be of service to projects.

**Eskaintzen dena / Se ofrece:**
You will form part of a multidisciplinary, highly-motivated team which is keen to progress, and which is totally focused on developing a product capable of analyzing the health status of different assets of a train or a wind turbine. We work in an environment of continuous improvement, and, given that our clients greatly appreciate it, our aim is to contribute added value as early as possible. We also value sharing information, and that this flows smoothly among the different team members. You will never be alone, nor do we want you to be! In our Slack channel there is a wide range of information in different technology forums or events and talks in which we participate in or have in mind. Furthermore, we encourage our teams to join book clubs in order to share information on the different books we come across and which may be of common interest. We would be very happy if you came to the office and shared your interests with us. We also think of NEM in the future, and with this in mind, you will be able to set aside a few hours each month to a side-project which will allow us to keep our competitive edge in the future.

**OHARRA:** enpresak zure CVa jasoko du, Foroa ospatu baino zenbait egun lehenago.
**NOTA:** la empresa recibirá tu CV unos días antes de la celebración del Foro.